Transforming lives together

Service standards
Because we are a housing provider we have to make sure that we meet the
standards set by the Regulator of Social Housing. This means the group that is
responsible for making rules for organisations who provide housing.
Here is some information about how we meet the standards the Regulator sets,
and how we measure our performance against them.

How we measure our
performance

Your tenancy
We specialise in supported
housing.
We have tenancy
agreements that give you
security to suit your needs.
This usually means one of:
• An assured tenancy. This means that
you cannot be evicted without a good
reason, and that you can challenge the
amount of rent you pay if you think it is
unfair
• An assured shorthold tenancy. This is
a type of assured tenancy that lasts for
an agreed amount of time
• A lease. This is an agreement to rent a
property for a long period of time. We
have lease agreements with our shared
ownership customers
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All of our housing
customers should have
the right type tenancy
agreement.
If you think you don’t
have the right type of
tenancy agreement,
please let us know.
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Property lettings

We make sure that our homes are in a
good condition before you move in.
This includes decorating where it’s
needed.

Every year we ask
customers if they are
happy with the standard
of their home.
We ask this in our
customer satisfaction
survey.

Furnished homes

Most of our rented homes come with
some or all of the furniture.
This is paid for through a service charge,
which can be paid for by housing benefit.
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All our repairs (and
replacements) of
furnishings and white
goods should be done in
the agreed time.
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Settling in

Your Housing Officer will visit you 8
weeks after you move in, to make sure
you are settling in well.

All tenants or shared
owners should be visited
8 weeks after moving in.

Contacting us

You can contact us about repairs your
home needs, or any other issues about
your housing.
You can do this by calling our Customer
Services team on
0333 012 4307 or by e-mail at
customer.services@advanceuk.org.
We aim to answer phone calls within 30
seconds and respond to e-mails within
one working day.
We try to answer phone calls in under
30 seconds, and to answer emails in 1
working day.
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How many of calls we
answered within 30
seconds and emails we
answered in 1 working
day.
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Landlord Health & Safety

As a landlord we will do everything we
have to, to make sure that your home
and any shared areas are safe.
This includes:
• An annual gas safety check
• Electrical checks

Monitoring the safety
checks for:
•
•
•
•
•

gas
electrical
fire
water
asbestos

• Fire safety checks
• Water safety checks
• Asbestos checks

Quality of repairs
We work closely with the
people who maintain our
homes to make sure that
you get a quality service,
and are safe in your
home.
We have a Code of Conduct that our
contractors work to. A copy of this is
available to customers on request.
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The response to
customer satisfaction
surveys following
maintenance or repair
work.
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Timescales for repairs

Emergency repairs within 1 day

Percentage of repairs
completed within target
time.

Urgent repairs within 1 week
Routine repairs within 1 month

Planned maintenance
We plan maintenance
to make sure that our
properties are kept in
good condition.

Our planned
maintenance
is completed
on time and in
budget.

Annual visits
Every housing
customer will have
an annual visit
from their Advance
Housing Officer.
This means that you can get to know
them better and to them in person about
any questions or problems you have.
You can also ask for a visit from your
Housing Officer at any time if you need
one.
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Every Housing customer
has an annual visit.
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Anti-social behaviour
If you have any
problems, like antisocial behaviour, we
will take it seriously.
Anti-social behaviour
is when someone
acts in a way that might cause distress to
other people.

Meeting our targets and
working to our policy.

If you tell us about anti-social behaviour
we will contact you within 3 days. We
will keep in touch with you every 10 days
while we work on the problem, and when
it is solved we will ask you how happy you
were with how we dealt with it.

Complaints
If you think something is
not right, please tell us.
We will do our best to sort
it out straight away. If it is
something bigger, we will
record it as a complaint.
We aim to investigate your complaint,
talk to you about it and give you our
response in 3 weeks or less. If it needs
longer, we will keep in touch with you.
After we have dealt with your complaint
we will phone you to ask if you are happy
with how we handled it.
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Complaints are dealt
with within 3 weeks.
Customer satisfaction
with how the complaint
was dealt with.

